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Abstract 
The teaching of mathematics involves logical and abstract reasoning that is often as-
sociated with belief, prejudices and difficulties. Therefore, students can develop an 
aversion to this science. This scenario may be even more complex when it involves 
blind students. However, creative didactic and pedagogical practices can help to de-
construct such adversities. The aim of the study was to test if eight workshops that 
were carried out the making four origami pieces (a small Box at it covers, a Rabbit 
face, and a “Bandeirinha de São João”-small flag of St. John party) could promote the 
construction of knowledge about geometry in 14 blind students. These students from 
the sixth to ninth year of elementary school are regularly enrolled of Benjamin Con-
stant Institute, RJ, Brazil, and intend the after class. Eight workshops with 100 mi-
nutes each were conducted in September and October 2015 (n = 4) and in March and 
April 2016 (n = 4). Among eight paper types offered for students to make origami 
the kinds, we identified that the papers denominated waxed and sulfite were those 
who favored the realization of folds while Kraft one facilitated favored the discovery 
of the folds. On average, the questions concerning the geometric shapes and their 
elements obtained by the origami were answered correctly by eight students both for 
making the Box and its cover; as for the Rabbit face, and by ten students for making 
of small flag of St. John party. These results demonstrated the effectiveness of origa-
mi to teaching math to teenagers blind students. 
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1. Introduction 

The students look for the mathematics that generally involves beliefs about prejudices 
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and difficulties, leading to aversion to this science. The relationship of students with 
mathematics depends on their skills, their social contexts, and the moment of school 
life and the teachers’ ability to introduce this discipline as well (Onder, 2009). 

We can add to this complexed reality the cases of students with special needs, whose 
physical and/or mental conditions may provide a greater or lesser ability in under-
standing the educational content (Pinho, 2016; Pinho & Lima, 2016a, 2016b; Pinho et 
al., 2016).  

Thus, in order to obtain a better school performance, it will be up to the teacher to 
adopt inclusive curriculum and to encourage and support the students and their family 
during the process of educational and social inclusion (Cunha, 2011; Giannini & Delou, 
2016; Lima & Delou, 2016; Pinho, 2016; Pinho & Lima, 2016a, 2016b; Pinho et al., 
2016).  

The inclusive curriculum involves modifications of planning, objectives, activities 
and assessment methods to ensure the involvement of students with special needs in-
side a school class (Paraná, 2006).  

In this context, the adequacy of certain mathematics theoretical concepts for students 
with visual impairment should take into account that exists among them an exagge-
rated aversion to this subject, especially with regard to topics that depend on vision for 
better understanding necessary about geometric shapes and its elements (D’Ambrosio, 
1986; Pinho & Lima, 2016a, 2016b). 

But this reality can be modified because  

“Teaching is to looking for to discover interests, gestures, needs and student prob-
lems, choosing content, techniques and strategies, providing appropriate materials 
and create favorable environment for study.” (Karling, 1991: p. 23). 
“In the teacher’s deposition, it was possible to see that when the teacher said he 
likes his subject, he suggested to be important to pass this ‘taste’ to the students. 
This concern is revealed in the describe that value actions like: encouraging stu-
dents’ participation, stimulating the students’ questions, stimulating to create the 
daily studying habit, encouraging the student to produce the Math knowledge.” 
(Berticelli et al., 2016: p. 2513). 

In this sense, it was created the challenge of using the playfulness that involves fold-
ing paper (origami) to complement lessons on geometric figures and their elements for 
blind students of elementary school during the after class turn. 

The relationship between origami and mathematics lessons is not an innovation and 
it is inducible the numerous possibility for the use of this rich tool in the pedagogical 
point of view (Cavalcanti & Furuya, 2009; Rezende & Queiroz, 2000; Suzuki et al., 
2006). 

Rêgo et al. (2003) pointed out that 

“The origami can represent to the teaching/learning of Mathematics an important 
methodological resource, through which the students will expand their formal 
geometric knowledge initially acquired informally through observation of the 
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world of objects and shapes that surround. With a manual activity that includes, 
among other fields of knowledge, Geometry and Art …” (Rêgo et al., 2003: p. 18). 

Objective 

The objective of this study was to test if eight workshops that were carried out the 
making four origami pieces (a small Box at it cover, a Rabbit face, and a “Bandeirinha 
de São João”-a small flag of St. John party) could promote the construction of know-
ledge about geometry in 14 blind students. These students from the sixth to ninth year 
of elementary school are regularly enrolled of Benjamin Constant Institute, RJ, Brazil. 
These origami pieces were folded during the after class turn, involving to identify 
among eight types of papers the most appropriate to promote and evaluate the con-
struction of knowledge about geometric shapes and its elements through recreational 
activities. 

2. Methodology 

Before starting the study, three legal steps were fulfilled. First, the project entitled “New 
perspectives of teaching practices in the journey of the student with visual impairment” 
which involved the workshops of the present study was submitted to the ethics com-
mittee of Platforma Brasil and to the Benjamin Constant Institute as well. The Brazil 
platform is a national and unified basis of research involving human subject records for 
the entire system (Plataforma Brasil, 2016). 

Additionally, before the activities begin consent term was sent to all parents and 
guardians of the 14 students who were involved in this study. The consent forms were 
confectioned both ink as well as in Braille. 
The workshops (n = 8) to fabricate four pieces of origami (Figures 1-3) were carried 
out during the after classes to complete the regular geometry classes for the second 
segment of elementary school from the sixth to ninth year of elementary school.  

These workshops were held lasting 100 minutes with 14 blind students enrolled Ben-
jamin Constant Institute during the months of September and October 2015 (n = 4)  
 

 
Figure 1. Diagram to guide the making of Box (A) and its cover (B) used to address 
the square concepts and fractions. 
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Figure 2. Origami diagram of Rabbit Face: (A) Square, (B) Square indicating the folds, (C) Lo-
zenge (ice cream cone) with medians indication (points), (D) Pentagon with two above triangles 
(ears) and two triangles below (tie), (E) Rabbit face with toothpaste in the shape of rectangle. 
 
and March and April 2016 (n = 4). 

The manufacture of the first two parts: Box with cover, was produced in order to ad-
dress one of the students everyday objects (Figure 1).  

The production of two pieces: the Rabbit face (Figure 2) and a small flag of St. John 
party (Figure 3), took up the theme the celebration of Passover and the Brazilian June 
festivals, respectively.  

The pedagogical planning workshops involved four steps. First, to carry out the ne-
cessary procedures for using origami as an educational resource. Second, to seek the 
most appropriate way for the development the workshops either through diagram or 
through descriptions. Third, to choose the type of paper more suitable for use in ori-
gami construction, considering both weight of paper and it accessibility. Fourth, to ad-
dress and evaluate the geometry content and its elements each of 14 students received 
an envelope containing eight sheets of paper, cut into the shape of a square, pertaining 
to eight types of paper with different weights, but with the same size (Table 1).  

The first contact with eight papers allowed the student to discover what would be the 
most appropriate paper for making the folds and identify the folds of origami. 

Additionally, it was delivered to each student a plastic pallet that is used by dentists  
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Figure 3. Origami diagram of small flag of St. John party showing one rectangle two squares 
(part I and II; (A)-(C));. (D) Trapeze; (E) Parallelogram; (F) Figure Concove; (G) The small flag 
of St. John party. 
 
and a scissors adapted to blind persons.  

The plastic pallet allowed each student to crease the folds in the paper. The scissors 
was used to make small cuts in the origami on the Box cover (Figure 1) and the ears of 
Rabbit face (Figure 2). 

We asked each student to handle all eight types of papers they received (Table 1) and 
the indicated folder, during the execution of four pieces of origami (Figures 1-3) and 
point out those who favored the foreclosure of folding. 

The focus of the observation was to detect the level of prior knowledge of the partic-
ipants had in relationship to the weight of the paper and the way in dealing with them 
and recognize the shape and its geometric elements. 
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Table 1. Types of papers provided for the students choose discover what would be the most ap-
propriate paper for making and identify the folds of origami. 

Types of paper Weigh (g/m2) Dimensions (cm2) 

1. Tissue 13 225 

2. Laminated 30 225 

3. Waxed 50 225 

4. Parchment 60 225 

5. Sulfite 75 225 

6. Color plus 80 225 

7. Couché 90 225 

8. Kraft 110 225 

 
The folding of Box allowed addressing the geometric shapes on the square and its 

fractions (Figure 1). With Rabbit face were approached the concepts about square, tri-
angle, rhombus and medians, parallelogram, pentagon, and rectangle (Figure 2). From 
the preparation of small flag of St. John party (Figure 3), it was built the concepts of 
trapeze, the parallelogram and the concave figure.  

At the end, we applied individually a series of questions (Tables 2-4) to verify 
whether the construction of knowledge of students through the activities developed was 
reached. 

3. Results 

The project to carry out the present study received from the Plataforma Brasil the 
number CAAE-44054715.4.0000.5243, on June 16, 2015. It was approved by the expert 
report belonging the Plataforma Brasil (2016) through the number 1,220,127, on Sep-
tember 9, 2015. The Benjamin Constant Institute also approved this project, by fulfill-
ment of the requirements for conducting research in this federal agency. More over all 
consent forms were signed by the heads of the 14 students involved in the research and 
were later filed at the Benjamin Constant Institute. 

The selected students involved in the study represented a homogeneous group. They 
were blind, between 14 to 17 years old (mean age 16 years old), involving seven females 
and seven males. Two of the students belonged to the 6th year, six the 7th year, four to 
8 years and two to 9th years of elementary school, covering all the years of this stages of 
basic education in Brazil. 

As we expected, during the first workshop it was verified that the students had great 
difficulty handling the offered papers. They took the papers and kneaded such that they 
were unsuitable for assembly to construct the origami pieces proposed. Through this 
practice, it was observed that about 80% of the students had never had contact with 
another paper that was not the one that is used to write Braille or those to print news-
papers and magazines. 

The students began to demonstrate more skill with the papers after teaching inter-
vention. She helped each student on the handling and identification of eight types of  
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Table 2. Questions to assess the content covered with the making of the Box and its cover 
(Figure 1). 

N˚ Questions 

01 What is the fraction representing the whole of the planned figure? 

02 If we take the two squares of the top and the two the bottom, where the resulting fraction? 

03 
What fraction of the square of the housing cover is in relation to the nine that used to build the 
box? 

04 
When the diagonals of the square ends were folded triangles formed. What is the name of the 
sides of these triangles? 

05 What fraction of the planned part of the box that you put together is? 

06 
Each palpable face of the box, is what fraction of total tangible faces of the assembled box? 
NOTE: opening the box will not be counted as face. 

 
Table 3. Questions to assess the content covered in the preparation of rabbit face (Figure 2). 

N˚ Questions 

01 Have you ever consumed an ice cream using a cone made with cookies? 

02 
Can you identify any similarities between the figures doubled, early on, with the ice cream 
cone? 

03 Does the way you turned the “Cone” give to get ice cream? 

04 What would be the non-planar geometric figure that could be used to put the ice cream? 

05 What is the flat geometric figure that gave rise to face the rabbit? 

06 When we called a vertex to another non-consecutive, we’re talking about? 

07 That plane geometric figures formed after double the half of the diagonal bisect angles? 

08 How many degrees each angle was when bisect was bent? 

09 What line segment name that was used to be cut and that resulted in the tie rabbit? 

10 
The tie of the Rabbit face was represented by two triangles. How would you rate such as  
triangles on the sides and angles? 

11 
When the ears of the Rabbit were mounted, you realize that a new geometric figure formed 
beneath them. What’s her name? 

12 That flat geometry was used to represent the tooth of the Rabbit face? 

 
each paper offered, explaining how the differences in weight and specificity of them.  

Each student initiated the montage activities of origami by holding the tips of papers 
and joined those that were indicated by the teacher, so to follow the bends (Figures 
1-3) as well as to make cuts in the case of the Box cover and the ear of the Rabbit face 
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

When it was asked the students only to discover what were the existing folds in dis-
tributed plane figures to build the Box and it cover (Figure 1) it was observed that 
about 70% of them said it difficult to find these geometric elements. The other 30% had 
no trouble finding the folds and completed the montage without any difficulty.  

To fabricate the Box and its cover (Figure 1) the parchment paper was the one that 
most students chose. The making of the Rabbit face (Figure 2) was easier when using  
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Table 4. Questions to assess the content covered in the flag making Saint John party (Figure 3). 

N˚ Questions 

01 What is the measure of height relative to the length? 

02 
What is the fraction that represents the ratio of the measurement of length and height  
measurement? 

03 What geometric figure came when we put the right triangle with the square? 

04 
The union between the triangle and the square, there was a trapeze. The lower base of the 
trapeze represented which figures? 

05 As for the sides, what kind of trapeze was formed? 

06 As for the angles, what kind of trapeze was formed? 

07 What kind of polygon formed through construction of the small lag of St. John party? 

08 
The side that is unparalleled in the trapeze was the right triangle. What is the name of this 
side of the triangle? 

09 How many right angles were formed in figure built? 

10 In the steps of the construction of the flag, it formed a quadrangle. What is his name? 

 
the papers of types waxed and sulfite therefore, are those that most facilitated achieve-
ment of the folds. In order to do the small flag of St. John party (Figure 3) the sulfite 
paper was the most appropriate. However, the Kraft paper was the one who facilitated 
much the discovery of the folds because of this high weight. 

The individual oral survey on the preference by students which papers would be eas-
ier to work with all origami pieces was applied during the second workshop. It was ob-
served that about 60% of students rejected the tissue paper to be very flexible. About 
40% of students rejected the laminated paper; but they did not know how clearly de-
fined the main cause. However it was realized that no acceptance can be associated with 
poor adherence. Around 90% of students voted in the parchment papers, sulfite and 
Kraft, in this order, as the preferred papers to build the origami pieces. They claimed it 
would be “easy roles hold them”. Finally, approximately 10% of students opted for the 
waxed paper. 

Altogether they were applied twenty-eight questions about geometric shapes and 
their elements by building box and its lid (n = 6), the face of the Rabbit (n = 12) of 
small flag of St. John party (n = 10) (Tables 2-4). 

In the third and fourth workshops, six questions apply from the making of the Box 
and its cover (Table 2) three of them were answered correctly by 100% of students (n = 
14) (Table 5). However, only two students correctly answered the three other issues re-
lated to the contents related to fractions 

In the fifth and sixth workshops, twelve questions applied from the making of the 
Rabbit face, five of them were answered correctly by 100% of students. Additionally, 
two questions were answered correctly by about 60%, and three by about 30%. Finally, 
only one student (Table 3 and Table 6) answered a question related to the pentagon 
correctly.  

In the seventh and eighth workshops, ten questions applied from the confection of  
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Table 5. Number of students (n) from 14 who correctly answered questions related to the making 
of the Box and its cover (Table 2). 

Questions Expected answers (n) 

1 9/9 14 

2 5/9 14 

3 1/9 02 

4 Peccaries and hypotenuse 02 

5 18/9 14 

6 1/5 02 

 
Table 6. Number of students (n), from 14, who correctly answered questions related to the prep-
aration of Rabbit face (Table 3). 

Questions Expected answers (n) 

01 Yes 14 

02 Yes 14 

03 Rectangle 08 

04 06 14 

05 Plan 14 

06 Some points were raised in relative to the table plane 04 

07 Edge 05 

08 12 08 

09 Vertex 04 

10 08 14 

11 Pentagon 01 

12 Rectangle 14 

 
the small Flag of St. John party (Table 4 and Table 7) four of them were answered cor-
rectly by 100% of students, two for about 85% of the students, two for about 50% of 
students.  

Only issues related to scalene figures and concave, were correctly identified by only 
two students (less than 15% of the total) (Table 4 and Table 7). 

On average, the questions related to geometric shapes and its elements of the small 
flag of St. John and of Rabbit face were correctly answered by eight students (Table 5 
and Table 6). On average, ten students (Table 7) responded the correct answers on the 
geometric and its elements involved in the confection of small flag of St. John party. All 
together, these results showed that the workshops with origami help most of the stu-
dent to understand and build knowledge on the issues geometric figures. 

4. Discussion 

The successful use of origami in workshops that address geometric figures knowledge  
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Table 7. Number of students (n), from 14, who correctly answered questions related to the prep-
aration of small flag of St. John party (Table 4). 

Questions Expected answers (n) 

1 The double 14 

2 1/2 11 

3 Trapeze 08 

4 Square 13 

5 Scalene 02 

6 Rectangle 14 

7 Concave 02 

8 Hypotenuse 07 

9 Two 14 

10 Parallelogram 14 

 
with blind students suggests that is strategy can be adopted both in special schools for 
the visually impaired people as inclusive schools that also involves students who see. 
The origami involves two fields of knowledge: geometry and art that represent which 
features numerous educational applicability and it is inducible the numerous possibility 
for the use of this rich tool in the pedagogical point of view (Rêgo et al., 2003; Caval-
canti & Furuya, 2009; Suzuki et al., 2006; Rezende & Queiroz, 2000). 

We did not found any studies involving the use of origami in math classes for ele-
mentary school regarding the construction of knowledge of basic geometry content and 
fractions, for carrying out such activities involving blind students. A single study in-
volving two blind students of high school class that was conducted by Pontes (2010) 
was found. This author evaluated the influence of the use of modular origami in the 
teaching and learning of spatial geometry, in particular to verify the relationship of Eu-
ler. She found that both the two blind students like 43 seers from a public school took 
the same educational advantage from the origami as a tool for learning mathematics. 

This scenario suggests that probably there is a playful potential of origami in mathe-
matics education for the visually impaired students. Perhaps this is a promising re-
search field that lacks investment because it could be verified that the strategy of using 
origami in teaching mathematics was effective both in the study by Pontes (2010) which 
involved seers and blind that belonged to same class of the 2nd year of high school as 
well as in the present study (Pinho, 2016; Pinho & Lima, 2016a, 2016b). 

As said the Japanese origami maker Tomoko Fuse in 1990: “Every origami begins 
when we put the hands in motion. Therefore, there is a big difference between knowing 
something through the mind and know the same thing by touch.” Considering touch as 
main ally the construction of knowledge of the visually impaired, the study of geometry 
see origami as an important instrument to be use in the process of learning these sub-
jects, since students have direct contact with the material, can bend, unfold, cut and 
even fit the pieces to assemble figures. Therefore, this strategy may always have com-
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ponents that can be worked in mathematics lessons (Cavalcanti & Furuya, 2009; Suzuki 
et al., 2006; Rêgo et al., 2003). We observed that students who conducted the workshops 
of origami proposed in this study experienced such experiences. 

As stated Rezende & Queiroz, 

“Origami is a powerful tool for the teaching of mathematics. It is one of the rare 
opportunities in the teaching of mathematics where you can put the ‘hand’ in the 
object of study.” (Rezende & Queiroz, 2000: p. 13). 

This process can encourage the construction of knowledge about elements of geome-
try for the blind or sighted students. In this context, one can also consider the quote 
from Karling which states: 

“… teaching is to seek out interests, tastes, needs and student problems; choose 
content, techniques and strategies; provide adequate materials and create favorable 
environment for study.” (Karling, 1991: p. 23). 

This statement underlines the need to consolidate the search materials for math 
teaching involving visually impaired students. For these students, materials and recrea-
tional resources play an important role in the construction of knowledge. 

According to Baumel & Castro (2003), 

“… establish a professional development process, characterizing their practice as 
innovative and creative, based on the use and analysis of materials and resources, 
considering the teaching of media. In this issue, encouraging continuing education 
and the pursuit of personal and professional development of teachers are undoub-
tedly crucial conditions for experiments and analysis of the degree of innovation 
resulting materials.” (Baumel & Castro, 2003: p. 106). 

Today the field of mathematics encompasses many skills, including geometry, arith-
metic, algebra, statistics, which are limited viewing or impossible by visually impaired 
students, especially the blind. These situations occur because math does not operate 
only by numbers and calculations, but also to relationships, classes, sets and groups, 
and also by geometric figures involving several geometric concepts such as, plane, an-
gles and shapes that are difficult to understand by the visually impaired. 

To account for this variety of these mathematical concepts, the systems of represen-
tation have become complex, reaching levels of abstraction that challenge teachers. 

According to Reily (2004), 

“… without special resources for blind students they will have enough trouble to 
keep up the matter in the early grades of elementary school, as well as from the 5th 
year when the requirements begin to increase.” (Reily, 2004: p. 60). 

The teaching of mathematical content involving visual concepts such as geometry 
should be adapted through description, tactile and auditory information that promotes 
understanding of the elements. The schemes, symbols and diagrams present were de-
scribed orally or represented by objects. Drawings, graphics and illustrations should be 
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adapted and represented in relief. The use of the origamis by Pontes (2010) proved the 
effective of this in building the concept of regular polyhedral by blind students and 
seers as well. 

According to Pontes (2010), “solid manipulation constructed with modular origami 
techniques, through the haptic system, replaces perception characteristics that would be 
possible only through display”. In the same way, the present it was elaborated a didactic 
sequence that promoted to the cognitive development of blind students from their po-
tential. 

The case of the experiencing with geometry through origami made with nice papers 
to the touch was consolidated with this experience means that were leading to facilitate 
the process of teaching and learning of mathematics of the visually impaired. This re-
sult confirms the considerations of Sá et al. (2007). They showed that when educational 
materials are based on criteria and according to the age and reliable range as its origi-
nality, especially when the contents that have the instrument vision as preponderance, 
the results will be well successful. It has been observed by the present study and others 
tha when teaching involves fun activities such as the use of origimi and educational 
games the construction of knowledge by students with visual impairment becomes 
more significant (Pinho & Lima, 2016b). 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we can learn and take advantage of the recreational and educational 
practice to fabricate origami was a widely reached purpose in geometry workshops 
given to 14 blind students of the second segment of the elementary school of the Ben-
jamin Constant Institute. It could be observed that the origami was a very nice feature 
and pleasant and efficient to address the geometrical concepts and their elements to 
teenagers and blind students. 
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